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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a control device
of a vehicle provided with an engine, and a fluid-operated
power transmitting device which is provided with a lock-
up clutch and which is configured to transmit a drive force
received from the engine through an engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch, to drive wheels of the vehicle.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There is well known a vehicle provided with a
fluid-operated power transmitting device provided with a
lock-up clutch and configured to transmit a drive force of
an engine to drive wheels. Patent Document 1 discloses
an example of such a vehicle. The above-indicated lock-
up clutch is generally commanded to be selectively
placed in its engaged and released states, on the basis
of a running state of the vehicle and according to a rela-
tionship predetermined for the purpose of improving fuel
economy of the vehicle. For example, a lock-up control
of the lock-up clutch is initiated when the running state
of the vehicle falls within a lock-up control region. Further,
the lock-up control region can be enlarged to improve
the fuel economy, by implementing a slip control of the
lock-up clutch (a lock-up slip control or flexible lock-up
control) wherein the lock-up clutch is given a suitable
amount of slipping on the basis of the vehicle running
state and according to the above-indicated predeter-
mined relationship, so as to permit a lock-up action of
the lock-up clutch over a wide range of the vehicle running
state. For instance, the Patent Document 1 proposes a
vehicle starting slip control of the lock-up clutch (vehicle
starting slip control or flexible vehicle starting control) to
improve the fuel economy, by controlling a slipping state
of the lock-up clutch so as to positively bring the lock-up
clutch in its engaged state during starting of the vehicle
with the engine operated as a vehicle drive power source,
for thereby reducing a rise of an operating speed of the
engine (reducing an amount of racing of the engine).

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS

Patent Documents

[0003]

Patent Document 1: JP-2005-16563 A
Patent Document 2: JP-2006-306207 A
Patent Document 3: JP-2006-306209 A
Patent Document 4: JP-2001-32922 A

[0004] US 2010/0250037 disclosing all the features of
the preamble of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Problem Solved By The Invention

[0005] By the way, the drive force of the engine of the
vehicle provided with a fluid-operated power transmitting
device is transmitted while vibrations of the engine gen-
erated due to explosion are damped by a working fluid.
Accordingly, when the lock-up clutch is placed in a slip-
ping state or in a fully engaged state (lock-up state), the
explosion vibrations are mechanically transmitted via the
lock-up clutch, so that a booming noise tends to be easily
generated due to the explosion vibrations. In this respect,
it is desirable to implement the slip control of the lock-up
clutch for the purpose of improving the fuel economy,
when the operating speed of the engine is in a range
outside a resonance region in which the booming noise
tends to be easily generated, or when the engine is op-
erated in a state permitting a relatively large degree of
generation of the vibrations. Described in the other way,
the slip control of the lock-up clutch can be implemented
over a wider range of the operating speed of the engine,
if the drive force of the engine can be transmitted with a
large amount of damping of the explosion vibrations. It
is noted that the above-described problem is not publicly
known, namely, there has been no proposal as to a so-
lution to widen the range of the operating speed of the
engine in which the slip control can be implemented with
sufficient damping of the explosion vibrations of the en-
gine, in the vehicle provided with an engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch configured to selectively place
a power transmitting path between the engine and the
fluid-operated power transmitting device in a power
transmitting state and a power cutoff state.
[0006] The present invention was made in view of the
background art described above. It is therefore an object
of the present invention to provide a control device of a
vehicle, which permits an improvement of fuel economy
of the vehicle by widening the range of the operating
speed of the engine in which the slip control can be im-
plemented.

Means For Achieving The Object

[0007] The object indicated above is achieved accord-
ing to a first aspect of the present invention, which pro-
vides a control device of (a) a vehicle provided with an
engine, and a fluid-operated power transmitting device
provided with a lock-up clutch and configured to transmit
a drive force of said engine to drive wheels, and an engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch configured to selective-
ly place a power transmitting path between the engine
and the fluid-operated power transmitting device in a
power transmitting state and a power cutoff state, the
vehicle being able to run in an engine drive mode in which
the engine is operated as a vehicle drive power source
while the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch is
placed in a fully engaged state, (b) characterized in that
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the above-described engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch is brought from the fully engaged state into a slip-
ping state and temporarily placed in the slipping state
while the above-described lock-up clutch is placed in a
slipping state, when a lock-up slip control is implemented
to place the above-described lock-up clutch from a fully
released state into the slipping state and gradually bring
the lock-up clutch into a fully engaged state, in response
to an increase of a required amount of acceleration of
the above-described vehicle, during running of the vehi-
cle in the above-described engine drive mode with the
above-described engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch being placed in the fully engaged state.

Advantages Of The Invention

[0008] According to the present invention described
above, the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch pro-
vided as a vibration damping mechanism for damping
explosion vibrations of the engine is placed in the slipping
state during the lock-up slip control, making it possible
to more effectively increase a damping effect and to wid-
en the range of the engine speed in which the slip control
can be implemented without a considerably high degree
of booming noise, than where the engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch is not placed in the slipping state. Ac-
cordingly, the range of the engine speed in which the slip
control can be implemented can be widened, and the fuel
economy can be improved.
[0009] In the vehicle control device of the first aspect
of the invention according to a second aspect of the in-
vention, the above-described lock-up slip control is a ve-
hicle starting lock-up slip control to place the above-de-
scribed lock-up clutch in the slipping state during starting
of the vehicle with the above-described engine operated
as the vehicle drive power source. According to this sec-
ond aspect of the invention, the lower limit of the engine
speed range in which the vehicle starting lock-up slip
control can be implemented can be lowered by placing
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch in the slip-
ping state during the vehicle starting which is likely to
cause a rise of the engine speed. Accordingly, the
amount of rise of the engine speed can be more effec-
tively reduced, and the fuel economy can be more effec-
tively improved.
[0010] In the vehicle control device of the first or second
aspect of the invention according to a third aspect of the
invention, the vehicle is further provided with an electric
motor connected to a power transmitting path between
the above-described engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch and the above-described fluid-operated power
transmitting device, and the vehicle is able to run in a
motor drive mode in which only the above-described
electric motor is operated as the vehicle drive power
source while the above-described engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch is placed in a released state.
According to this third aspect of the invention, when the
vehicle is run in the motor drive mode, the lock-up clutch

can be controlled to improve the fuel economy, without
having to take account of generation of the booming noise
due to the explosion vibrations of the engine. When the
vehicle is run in the engine drive mode where the vehicle
cannot be run in the motor drive mode, the fuel economy
is improved by placing the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch in the slipping state during the lock-up slip
control.
[0011] In the vehicle control device of the third aspect
of the invention according to a fourth aspect of the inven-
tion, a target value of a slipping amount of the above-
described engine connecting/disconnecting clutch is set
upon implementation of the above-described lock-up slip
control, and the above-described electric motor is con-
trolled to reduce a difference between the target value
and an actual value of the slipping amount. According to
this fourth aspect of the invention, an operating point of
the engine can be controlled as desired for improving the
fuel economy, by the lock-up slip control in the engine
drive mode.
[0012] In the vehicle control device of any one of the
first through fourth aspects of the invention according to
a fifth aspect of the invention, the above-described lock-
up clutch and the above-described engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch are gradually brought into the
fully engaged state after the above-described lock-up slip
control is initiated, and the above-described lock-up slip
control is terminated when one of the lock-up clutch and
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch which is
more easily controllable for the full engagement than the
other has been brought into the fully engaged state after
the other is brought into the fully engaged state. Accord-
ing to this fifth aspect of the invention, the lock-up slip
control is adequately implemented to adequately trans-
mit the drive force of the engine to the drive wheels. The
clutch which is more easily controllable has not yet been
brought into the fully engaged state when the clutch which
is less easily controllable has been brought into the fully
engaged state, so that an engaging shock of the clutch
which is less easily controllable is reduced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view for explaining an arrange-
ment of a power transmitting path in a vehicle to
which the present invention is applicable, the view
also showing major portions of a control system pro-
vided for the vehicle;
Fig. 2 is a hydraulic circuit diagram relating to oper-
ations of a lock-up clutch and other elements of a
hydraulic control unit;
Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram for explaining
major control functions of an electronic control de-
vice;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart for explaining a major control
operation of the electronic control device, namely, a
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control operation performed to improve fuel econo-
my of the vehicle by widening a range of the operat-
ing speed of the engine in which a vehicle starting
slip control can be implemented; and
Fig. 5 is a time chart showing the control operation
illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 4.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0014] According to the present invention, the above-
described vehicle is preferably provided with an automat-
ic transmission configured to transmit a drive force re-
ceived from the engine through the above-described flu-
id-operated power transmitting device, to the drive
wheels. This automatic transmission may be selected
from among: a known automatic transmission of a plan-
etary gear type having a plurality of gear positions (speed
positions) which are selectively established by selective
connection of rotary elements (rotary members) of a plu-
rality of planetary gear sets by coupling devices; a syn-
chronous meshing parallel-two-axes type automatic
transmission which is provided with a plurality of pairs of
constantly meshing shift gears mounted on two shafts
and which is configured to selectively place one of the
pairs of shift gears in a power transmitting state with a
synchronizing device which is automatically operated by
a hydraulic actuator to perform an automatic shifting ac-
tion to a selected speed position; a so-called "DCT" (Dual
Clutch Transmission) which is a synchronous meshing
parallel-two-axes type automatic transmission which is
provided with two input shafts to which respective clutch-
es are connectable to establish even-numbered speed
positions and odd-numbered speed positions, respec-
tively; a so-called "belt-type" continuously variable trans-
mission which has a power transmitting member in the
form of a transmission belt connecting a pair of variable-
diameter pulleys effective diameters of which are varia-
ble, to continuously change a speed ratio of the trans-
mission; and a so-called "traction-type" continuously var-
iable transmission which has a pair of cones rotatable
about a common axis, and a plurality of rollers which are
pressed between the pair of cones and rotatable about
an axis intersecting the above-indicated common axis
such that an angle of intersection between the common
axis and the axis of rotation of the rollers is variable to
continuously change the speed ratio of the transmission.
[0015] The coupling devices of the above-indicated
planetary gear type automatic transmission are prefera-
bly selected from among widely used types of coupling
devices such as clutches or brakes of a multiple-disc or
single-disc type or brakes of a belt type which are placed
in an engaged state by a hydraulic actuator. An oil pump
to deliver a working oil for operating those coupling de-
vices may be driven by a vehicle drive power source, to
pressurize the working oil, or may be driven by an exclu-
sive pump drive electric motor provided independently
of the vehicle drive power source.
[0016] A hydraulic control unit including the above-de-

scribed coupling devices is preferably configured to apply
an output hydraulic pressure of a linear solenoid valve
directly to a hydraulic actuator (hydraulic cylinder) of the
corresponding coupling device, for a higher degree of
operating response of the coupling device. However, the
output hydraulic pressure of the linear solenoid valve may
be used as a pilot pressure for controlling a shift control
valve so that the hydraulic pressure is applied from the
shift control valve to the hydraulic actuator.
[0017] The above-described linear solenoid valve is
provided for each of the plurality of coupling devices, for
example. In this respect, however, various modifications
are possible. For example, a common linear solenoid
valve may be provided for a plurality of coupling devices
which are not concurrently placed in the engaged state
or not concurrently controlled for engaging and releasing
actions. Further, all of the coupling devices need not be
hydraulically controlled by the linear solenoid valves. For
instance, it is possible to use on-off solenoid valves the
duty ratios of which are controlled to hydraulically control
some or all of the coupling devices, or any other pressure
regulating means other than the linear solenoid valves.
In the description herein, an expression "to apply a hy-
draulic pressure" is interpreted to mean "to cause the
hydraulic pressure to act" or "supply a working oil regu-
lated to have the hydraulic pressure".
[0018] According to a still further preferred form of the
invention, the above-described engine is a gasoline en-
gine, a diesel engine or another other internal combustion
engine.
[0019] According another preferred form of the inven-
tion, the above-described engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch is a coupling device of a wet or dry type.
[0020] An embodiment of this invention will be de-
scribed in detail by reference to the drawings.

EMBODIMENT

[0021] Fig. 1 is the schematic view for explaining an
arrangement of a power transmitting path from an engine
14 to drive wheels 34 of a hybrid vehicle 10 (hereinafter
referred to as "vehicle 10") to which the present invention
is applicable, the view also showing major portions of a
control system provided for the vehicle 10 to implement
an output control of the engine 14 functioning as a vehicle
drive power source, a shift control of an automatic trans-
mission 18, and a drive control of an electric motor MG
functioning as another vehicle drive power source.
[0022] A vehicular power transmitting system 12 (here-
inafter referred to as "power transmitting system 12")
shown in Fig. 1 is provided with an engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch K0, an electric motor MG, a torque con-
verter 16, an oil pump 22, and an automatic transmission
18, which are arranged in the order of description from
the side of the engine 14 and which are accommodated
within a transmission casing 20 (hereinafter referred to
as "casing 20") which is a stationary member attached
to a vehicle body with bolts, for example. The power
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transmitting system 12 is further provided with: a propel-
ler shaft 26 connected to a transmission output shaft 24
that is an output rotary member of the automatic trans-
mission 18; a differential gear device (differential gear)
28 connected to the propeller shaft 26; and a pair of axles
30 connected to the differential gear device 28. The pow-
er transmitting system 12 thus constructed is suitably
used for the vehicle 10 of an FR (front-engine rear-drive)
type. In the power transmitting system 12, a drive force
of the engine 14 is transmitted from an engine connecting
shaft 32 connecting the engine 14 and the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 to each other, to a pair
of the drive wheels 34 through the engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch K0, torque converter 16, automatic
transmission 18, propeller shaft 26, differential gear de-
vice 28 and pair of axles 30 in the order of description,
while the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is
placed in its fully engaged state.
[0023] The torque converter 16 is a fluid-operated pow-
er transmitting device configured to transmit the drive
force received from its pump impeller 16p, to the auto-
matic transmission 18 through a working fluid. The pump
impeller 16p is connected to the engine 14 through the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 and the en-
gine connecting shaft 32 in this order of description, and
is an input rotary element of the torque converter 16 which
is rotatable about its axis and which receives the drive
force from at least one of the engine 14 and the electric
motor MG. The torque converter 16 has an output rotary
element in the form of a turbine impeller 16t which is
splined or otherwise connected to a transmission input
shaft 36 such that the turbine impeller 16t is not rotatable
relative to the transmission input shaft 36. The transmis-
sion input shaft 36 is an input rotary member of the au-
tomatic transmission 18. Thus, the transmission input
shaft 36 serves as a turbine shaft rotated by the turbine
impeller 16t. The torque converter 16 is further provided
with a lock-up clutch 38 which permits direct connection
between the pump impeller 16p and the turbine impeller
16t, namely, between the input and output rotary mem-
bers of the torque converter 16. To the pump impeller
16p, there is connected a mechanical oil pump 22 which
is operated by at least one of the engine 14 and the elec-
tric motor MG, to pressurize a working oil used to control
shifting actions of the automatic transmission 18, to con-
trol the lock-up clutch 38 and to lubricate various lubri-
cating points.
[0024] As well known in the art, the lock-up clutch 38
is a hydraulically operated friction clutch which has a
mechanism provided with friction members configured
to slip with each other to generate a speed difference
therebetween and which is brought into slipping engage-
ment with a front cover 16c according to a hydraulic pres-
sure difference ΔP (= PON - POFF) between a hydraulic
pressure PON in an engaging oil chamber 16on and a
hydraulic pressure POFF in a releasing oil chamber 16off,
which hydraulic pressure difference ΔP is controlled by
a hydraulic control unit 100 (as shown in Fig. 2). The

torque converter 16 is selectively placed in one of three
operating states consisting of: a so-called non-lock-up
state (lock-up off state) in which the lock-up clutch 38 is
placed in its released state with a negative value of the
hydraulic pressure difference ΔP; a so-called lock-up slip-
ping state (slipping state) in which the lock-up clutch 38
is placed in its slipping state with the hydraulic pressure
difference ΔP being higher than zero; and a so-called
lock-up state (engaged state or lock-up on state) in which
the lock-up clutch 38 is placed in its fully engaged state
with a maximum value of the hydraulic pressure differ-
ence ΔP, for instance. In the slipping state of the lock-up
clutch 38 with the hydraulic pressure difference ΔP being
zero, for instance, the lock-up clutch 38 does not receive
a torque so that the torque converter 16 is placed in an
operating condition similar to the lock-up off state.
[0025] The electric motor MG is a so-called motor/gen-
erator having a function of an electric motor operable to
convert an electric energy into a mechanical drive force,
and a function of an electric generator operable to convert
a mechanical energy into an electric energy. In other
words, the electric motor MG can function as a vehicle
drive power source for generating a vehicle drive force,
in place of, or together with another vehicle drive power
source in the form of the engine 14. The electric motor
MG can also function to perform a regenerative operation
with the drive force generated by the engine 14 or a kinetic
drive force (mechanical energy) received from the drive
wheels 34, to generate an electric energy which is stored
in an electric-energy storage device 52 via an inverter
50. The electric motor MG is connected to a power trans-
mitting path between the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 and the torque converter 16 (namely, op-
eratively connected to the pump impeller 16p), such that
a drive force is transmitted between the electric motor
MG and the pump impeller 16p. Accordingly, like the en-
gine 14, the electric motor MG is operatively connected
to the transmission input shaft 36.
[0026] The engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0
is a hydraulically operated frictional coupling device of a
wet multiple-disc type having a plurality of friction plates
which are superposed on each other and which are
forced against each other by a hydraulic actuator. The
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is selectively
placed in an engaged state and a released state with the
hydraulic pressure generated by the oil pump 22, under
the control of the hydraulic control unit 100 provided in
the power transmitting system 12. When the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 is selectively brought in-
to its engaged or released state, a torque capacity which
is a torque that can be transmitted through the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0, namely, an engag-
ing force of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch
K0 is continuously changed with hydraulic pressure reg-
ulation by a linear solenoid valve, etc. incorporated in the
hydraulic control unit 100. The engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch K0 is provided with a pair of rotary
members (a clutch hub and a clutch drum) which are
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rotatable relative to each other when the engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch K0 is placed in the released
state. One of the rotary members (clutch hub) is connect-
ed to the engine connecting shaft 32 such that this rotary
member is not rotatable relative to the engine connecting
shaft 32, while the other rotary member (clutch drum) is
connected to the pump impeller 16p of the torque con-
verter 16 such that this rotary member is not rotatable
relative to the pump impeller 16p. When the thus con-
structed engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is
placed in the engaged state, the pump impeller 16p is
rotated together with the engine 14 via the engine con-
necting shaft 32. Namely, the drive force of the engine
14 is transmitted to the pump impeller 16p in the engaged
state of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0.
In the released state of the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0, on the other hand, the pump impeller
16p is operatively disconnected from the engine 14.
Since the electric motor MG is operatively connected to
the pump impeller 16p as described above, the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 functions not only as
a clutch for connecting and disconnecting the engine 14
to and from the torque converter 16, but also as a clutch
for connecting and disconnecting the engine 14 to and
from the electric motor MG.
[0027] The automatic transmission 18 is operatively
connected to the electric motor MG without the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 interposed therebe-
tween, and constitutes a part of a power transmitting path
from the engine 14 to the drive wheels 34, to transmit the
drive force from the vehicle drive power source (engine
14 and electric motor MG) to the drive wheels 34. The
automatic transmission 18 is a known multiple-step trans-
mission of a planetary gear type having a plurality of
speed positions (gear positions) which are selectively es-
tablished with engaging and releasing actions of a plu-
rality of hydraulically operated frictional coupling devices
such as clutches C and brakes B. In the automatic trans-
mission 18, the clutches C and brakes B are selectively
placed in their engaged and released states under the
control of the hydraulic control unit 100, to establish one
of the gear positions (speed positions) according to an
operation of an accelerator pedal by a vehicle operator
and a running speed V of the vehicle.
[0028] The vehicle 10 is further provided with an elec-
tronic control device 80 including a control device for im-
plementing hybrid controls of the vehicle 10. For in-
stance, the electronic control device 80 includes a so-
called microcomputer incorporating a CPU, a RAM, a
ROM and an input-output interface, and the CPU per-
forms signal processing operations according to pro-
grams stored in the ROM while utilizing a temporary data
storage function of the RAM, for implementing various
controls for the vehicle 10. For example, the electronic
control device 80 implements the output controls of the
engine 14, the drive controls of the electric motor MG
including a regenerative control thereof, the shift control
of the automatic transmission 18, a torque capacity con-

trol of the lock-up clutch 38, and a torque capacity control
of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0. The
electronic control device 80 consists of functional units
such as an engine control unit, an electric motor control
unit and a hydraulic control unit (shift control unit), as
needed. The electronic control device 80 is configured
to receive output signals of various sensors (for example,
various speed sensors 54, 56, 58 and 60, an accelerator
pedal operation amount sensor 62, a brake sensor 64
and a battery sensor 66). These output signals include:
a signal indicative of an engine speed NE; a signal indic-
ative of a turbine speed NT, that is, a transmission input
speed NIN; a signal indicative of a transmission output
speed NOUT corresponding to the vehicle running speed
V; a signal indicative of an electric motor speed NM; a
signal indicative of an operation amount Acc of an accel-
erator pedal; a signal indicative of an operated state (on
state) BON of a braking system; a signal indicative of a
battery temperature THBAT of the electric-energy storage
device 52; a signal indicative of a battery charging/dis-
charging current IBAT of the electric-energy storage de-
vice 52; and a battery voltage VBAT of the electric-energy
storage device 52. The electronic control device 80 is
further configured to generate various signals including:
engine output control command signals SE for the output
controls of the engine 14; electric motor control command
signals SM for controlling an operation of the electric mo-
tor MG; hydraulic control command signals Sp for con-
trolling the hydraulic actuator of the engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch K0, and the hydraulic actuators
of the clutches C and brakes B of the automatic trans-
mission 18; and lock-up control command signals SL for
controlling the engaging and releasing actions and a slip-
ping amount (slipping speed) Ns (= NE - NT) of the lock-
up clutch 38. It is noted that the electronic control device
80 calculates from time to time an electric energy amount
(charging capacity) SOC of the electric-energy storage
device 52 on the basis of the above-indicated battery
temperature THBAT, battery charting/discharging current
IBAT, and battery voltage VBAT.
[0029] Fig. 2 is the hydraulic circuit diagram relating to
operations of the lock-up clutch 38 and other elements
of the hydraulic control unit 100. As shown in Fig. 2, the
hydraulic control unit 100 is provided with a switching
solenoid valve SL, a lock-up relay valve 102, a slip control
linear solenoid valve SLU and a lock-up control valve
104. The switching solenoid valve SL is turned on and
off according to an on-off signal received from the elec-
tronic control device 80, to generate a switching pilot
pressure PSL. The lock-up relay valve 102 is provided to
selectively place the lock-up clutch 38 in one of its fully
released state, slipping state and fully engaged state.
The slip control linear solenoid valve SLU is configured
to generate a pilot pressure PSLU according to a drive
current ISLU corresponding to a lock-up clutch pressure
command value (LU clutch pressure command value)
SSLU received from the electronic control device 80. The
lock-up control valve 104 is configured to place the lock-
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up clutch 38 in the slipping state or fully engaged state
(namely, to switch the operating state of the lock-up
clutch 38 to the slipping state or lock-up on state) by
controlling a differential speed Ns of the lock-up clutch
38 according to the pilot pressure PSLU when the lock-
up relay valve 102 is placed in an on-side position for
placing the lock-up clutch 38 in the slipping state or fully
engaged state.
[0030] The hydraulic control unit 100 constructed as
described above controls flows of the working oil into and
from the engaging oil chamber 16on and the releasing
oil chamber 16off, to control the operating state of the
lock-up clutch 38. When the lock-up relay valve 102 is
switched to the on-side position by the switching solenoid
valve SL, for example, a second line pressure PL2 is
applied as the hydraulic pressure PON to the engaging
oil chamber 16on, while at the same time the hydraulic
pressure POFF in the releasing oil chamber 16off is reg-
ulated by the lock-up control valve 104 (namely, the hy-
draulic pressure difference ΔP (= PON - POFF), that is, the
engaging pressure is regulated by the lock-up control
valve 104), so that the lockup clutch 38 is switched to the
slipping state or lock-up on state. When the lock-up relay
valve 102 is switched to an off-side position, on the other
hand, the second line pressure PL2 is applied to the re-
leasing oil chamber 16off, and the working oil is dis-
charged from the releasing oil chamber 16off through the
engaging oil chamber 16on, and fed into an oil cooler
through the lock-up relay valve 102, so that the dis-
charged working oil is cooled. As a result, the lock-up
clutch 38 is placed in the fully released state. It is noted
that the hydraulic pressure difference ΔP controlled ac-
cording to the pilot pressure PSLU of the slip control linear
solenoid valve SLU is the hydraulic pressure represent-
ing fully engaged or released state of the lock-up clutch
38, which is referred to as a lock-up clutch pressure (LU
clutch pressure) PLU in the present embodiment. This LU
clutch pressure PLU is the hydraulic pressure corre-
sponding to the differential speed Ns and the torque ca-
pacity of the lock-up clutch 38 (lock-up clutch torque) TLU.
It is also noted that the LU clutch pressure command
value SSLU and the pilot pressure PSLU of the slip control
linear solenoid valve SLU are command values of the LU
clutch pressure PLU.
[0031] Fig. 3 is the functional block diagram for explain-
ing major control functions of the electronic control device
80. A shift control portion in the form of shift control means
82 shown in Fig. 3 is configured to determine whether
the automatic transmission 18 should be shifted from the
presently established speed position, that is, to deter-
mine the speed position to which the automatic transmis-
sion 18 should be shifted. This determination is made on
the basis of the vehicle running condition (represented
by the actual values of the running speed V and accel-
erator pedal operation amount Acc, for example), and
according to a stored known relationship (shifting lines
or shifting map). The shift control means 82 implements
an automatic shift control to shift the automatic transmis-

sion 18 to the determined speed position.
[0032] A hybrid control portion in the form of hybrid
control means 84 is configured to function as engine drive
control means for controlling an operation of the engine
14, and as electric motor control means for controlling
the operation of the electric motor MG as the vehicle drive
power source or the electric generator, through the in-
verter 50, to implement the hybrid drive controls of the
engine 14 and the electric motor MG. For example, the
hybrid control means 84 calculates a required vehicle
torque on the basis of the accelerator pedal operation
amount Acc and the vehicle running speed V, and con-
trols the vehicle drive power source (engine 14 and elec-
tric motor MG) to provide an output torque for obtaining
the calculated required vehicle torque, while taking ac-
count of a power transmission loss, loads acting on op-
tionally provided devices, the presently established
speed position of the automatic transmission 18, the
stored electric energy amount SOC of the electric-energy
storage device 52 etc.
[0033] Described more specifically, the hybrid control
means 84 is configured to select a motor drive mode
(hereinafter referred to as "EV mode") as the vehicle drive
mode where the above-described calculated required ve-
hicle torque can be obtained by an electric motor torque
TMG, and to implement a motor drive run (EV run) for
driving the vehicle with only the electric motor MG used
as the vehicle drive power source. Where the above-
described calculated required vehicle torque cannot be
obtained without using at least an engine torque TE, on
the other hand, the hybrid control means 84 selects an
engine drive mode, that is, a hybrid drive mode (herein-
after referred to as "HV mode"), to implement an engine
drive run, that is, a hybrid drive run (HV run) for driving
the vehicle with at least the engine 14 used as the vehicle
drive power source.
[0034] It is noted that the above-described expression
"required vehicle torque" is interpreted to comprehend
not only a forward torque required to drive the drive
wheels 34 with a torque transmitted thereto from the side
of the engine 14, but also a braking torque, namely, a
reverse torque corresponding to a target vehicle decel-
eration value G*, which is transmitted from the drive
wheels 34 toward the side of the engine 14 (on the side
of the electric motor MG). Accordingly, the required ve-
hicle torque is a positive value when the torque is trans-
mitted to the drive wheels 34, and a negative value when
the torque is transmitted from the side of the engine 14.
It is further noted that the required vehicle torque can be
converted into a transmission output torque TOUT repre-
sented by the torque of the transmission output shaft 24,
a transmission input torque TAT represented by the
torque of the transmission input shaft 36, or an input
torque of the power transmitting system 12 represented
by the input torque of the pump impeller 16p. Therefore,
the transmission output torque TOUT, the transmission
input torque TAT and the input torque of the power trans-
mitting system 12, as well as the output torque of the
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drive wheels 34, can be used as the required vehicle
torque. Further, the accelerator pedal operation amount
Acc, an opening angle θTH of a throttle valve and an intake
air quantity QAIR can also be used as the required vehicle
torque.
[0035] When the EV run is implemented, the hybrid
control means 84 brings the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0 into the released state for placing the
power transmitting path between the engine 14 and the
torque converter 16 in the power cutoff state, and com-
mands the electric motor MG to provide the electric motor
torque TMG required to implement the EV run. When the
EV run is implemented, on the other hand, the hybrid
control means 84 brings the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0 into the engaged state for transmitting
the drive force of the engine 14 to the pump impeller 16p,
and commands the electric motor MG to provide an as-
sisting torque as needed.
[0036] The hybrid control means 84 is further config-
ured to permit the electric motor MG to function as an
engine starter motor. For example, the hybrid control
means 84 starts the engine 14 by gradually bringing the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 into the fully
engaged state to transmit an engine starting torque TMs
from the electric motor MG to the engine 14 through the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0, and by im-
plementing ignition of the engine 14 and a fuel supply to
the engine 14 while the operating speed NE of the engine
is raised to or more than a predetermined value, so that
the engine 14 is started.
[0037] A lock-up clutch control portion in the form of
lock-up clutch control means 86 is configured to deter-
mine one of a lock-up off region, a lock-up slip region and
a lock-up on region in which the vehicle running state
(represented by the actual values of the running speed
V and the opening angle θTH of the throttle valve, for
example) falls, according to a stored relationship (lock-
up control region map or boundary lines), and to apply
the lock-up control command signal SL to the hydraulic
control unit 100, for placing the lock-up clutch 38 in the
released state, or in the slipping or engaged state. Upon
determination that the vehicle running state falls in the
lock-up slip region, the lock-up clutch control means 86
calculates from time to time the actual differential speed
Ns of the lock-up clutch 38, and applies the lock-up con-
trol command signal SL to the hydraulic control unit 100,
for controlling the hydraulic pressure difference ΔP so
that the actual differential speed Ns coincides with a tar-
get value NS*. The lock-up clutch control means 86 plac-
es the lock-up clutch 38 in the fully engaged state to pre-
vent a slipping loss (internal loss) of the torque converter
16 for thereby improving the fuel economy of the vehicle,
when the vehicle running speed is comparatively high in
a given speed position of the automatic transmission.
When the vehicle running speed is comparatively medi-
um or low in a given speed position of the automatic trans-
mission, the lock-up clutch control means 86 implements
the slip control (lock-up slip control) for placing the lock-

up clutch 38 in the slipping state with a predetermined
small amount of slipping corresponding to the target dif-
ferential speed NS* of about 50rpm-100rpm, for example,
so that the lock-up control region is enlarged to improve
a power transmission efficiency of the torque converter
16 for thereby improving the fuel economy.
[0038] The lock-up clutch control means 86 is further
configured to implement a vehicle starting lock-up slip
control (vehicle starting slip control) for placing the lock-
up clutch 38 in the slipping state, to reduce an amount
of rise of the engine speed NE (an amount of the engine
racing), upon starting of the vehicle with the engine 14
operated as the vehicle drive power source, so that the
fuel economy is improved with the engine 14 being op-
erated at a low speed with a high torque at which a com-
bustion efficiency of the engine 14 is comparatively high.
When a predetermined vehicle starting slip control initi-
ating condition is satisfied, for instance, this vehicle start-
ing slip control permits reduction of the amount of rise of
the engine speed NE and consequent reduction of an
amount of consumption of the fuel, assuring a good com-
promise between the fuel economy and a drivability of
the vehicle according to a required acceleration value of
the vehicle 10 as represented by the accelerator pedal
operation amount Acc. In the vehicle running state in
which the vehicle starting slip control is implemented, it
is difficult to control the differential speed Ns in the proc-
ess of rise of the engine speed NE immediately after an
operation of the accelerator pedal (immediately after in-
itiation of the vehicle starting) in the released state of the
lock-up clutch 38. Accordingly, the vehicle starting slip
control is implemented in an open loop (open-loop or
feed forward) control mode in which the LU clutch pres-
sure command value SSLU is set according to the accel-
erator pedal operation amount Acc, so as to reduce the
amount of rise of the engine speed NE. Upon determina-
tion that the vehicle running state falls in the lock-up slip
region, for instance, the slip control (the feedback control
which is referred to as a "steady-state lock-up slip control
(steady-state slip control)") is implemented to place the
lock-up clutch 38 in the slipping state so that the differ-
ential speed Ns coincides with the target value, as de-
scribed above. Upon determination that the differential
speed Ns is reduced to a predetermined value Ns’ during
the vehicle starting slip control, on the other hand, the
vehicle starting slip control is followed by the steady-state
slip control (acceleration slip control). This steady-state
slip control is implemented in a closed loop feedback
control mode in which the LU clutch pressure command
value SSLU is set from time to time on the basis of an
error ΔNS (= NS* - Ns) of the actual value of the differential
speed Ns (actual differential speed value Ns) with respect
to the target value (target differential speed value NS*),
for example.
[0039] For example, the above-described vehicle start-
ing slip control initiating condition is satisfied when all of
the following states are satisfied: a state in which the
braking system is placed in a non-operated state, name-
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ly, the signal indicative of the operated state BON of the
braking system is not generated; a state in which the
working oil temperature THOIL falls within a predeter-
mined range from a value at which an engine warm-up
operation is completed, to a predetermined high value;
a state in which the automatic transmission is placed in
a first speed position and is not in a shifting action; a state
in which the accelerator pedal has been operated after
determination that the vehicle 10 is stationary; a state in
which the accelerator pedal operation amount Acc is
smaller than a predetermined upper limit; and a state in
which the engine speed NE falls in a vehicle starting slip
control permitting range.
[0040] It is noted that the above-described vehicle
starting slip control is implemented to place the lock-up
clutch 38 in a slipping state and to gradually bring the
lock-up clutch 38 into the fully engaged state, so as to
reduce an amount of temporary rise of the engine speed
NE as a result of an operation of the accelerator pedal
for starting the vehicle with the engine 14 operated as
the vehicle drive power source. Accordingly, the vehicle
starting slip control initiating condition includes the state
in which the vehicle is started with a comparatively small
value of the accelerator pedal operation amount Acc, in
order to prevent the vehicle operator from feeling uneasy
about the vehicle acceleration value in response to the
accelerator pedal operation amount Acc.
[0041] While the above-described vehicle starting slip
permitting range is set by taking account of an improve-
ment of the fuel economy by reduction of the amount of
rise of the engine speed NE, for example, the vehicle
drivability and the booming noise (e.g., NVH character-
istics (noise, vibration and operator’s driving comfort) are
also taken into account to set this vehicle starting slip
permitting range. On the other hand, an effect of damping
of an explosion vibrations of the engine 14 is obtained
by the vehicle starting slip control to place only the lock-
up clutch 38 in the slipping state, owing to only the slipping
action of the lock-up clutch 38 and a damper provided in
the power transmitting path. In view of this, the vehicle
starting slip permitting range of the engine speed is set
so as to exclude a resonance region of the engine 14 in
which the booming noise is highly likely to be generated
due to the explosion vibrations of the engine 14 during
the vehicle starting slip control (namely, during a transi-
tion from power transmission by the torque converter 16
via the working fluid, to mechanical power transmission
through the lock-up clutch 38). Since the likelihood of
generation of the booming noise increases with a de-
crease of the engine speed NE, the vehicle starting slip
permitting range is predetermined, as a vehicle starting
slip permitting range A, by experimentation so as to pre-
vent the generation of the booming noise, such that the
lower limit of the vehicle starting slip permitting range A
is equal to or higher than a slip control permitting thresh-
old speed NEA which is higher by a suitable amount than
an idling speed NIDL of the engine 14, for instance.
[0042] By the way, the vehicle 10 according to the

present embodiment is provided with the engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch K0, so that the effect of damping
of the explosion vibrations of the engine 14 can be in-
creased by placing this engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch K0 in a slipping state. Accordingly, it is considered
possible to set the vehicle starting slip permitting range
such that the lower limit of this range is lower than the
lower limit of the vehicle starting slip permitting range A
which is set where the engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch K0 is not placed in a slipping state.
[0043] In view of the above-indicated consideration,
the electronic control device 80 according to the present
embodiment is configured to place the engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch K0 as well as the lock-up clutch
38 in a slipping state in the above-described vehicle start-
ing slip control. Accordingly, the vehicle starting slip per-
mitting range where the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 is placed in a slipping state is set, as a
vehicle starting slip permitting range B, by experimenta-
tion so as to prevent the generation of the booming noise,
such that the lower limit of the vehicle starting slip per-
mitting range B is equal to or higher than a slip control
permitting threshold speed NEB and is lower than the
lower limit of the slip control permitting threshold speed
NEA to be set where the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 is not placed in a slipping state. In this re-
spect, it is noted that the above-indicated slip control per-
mitting threshold speed NEB varies with a slipping
amount ΔNK (= NE - NM) of the engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch K0. For instance, the lower limit of the
slip control permitting threshold speed NEB can be low-
ered with an increase of a target slipping amount ΔNK’
of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0, as far
as a desired effect of reduction of the amount of rise of
the engine speed NE is obtained by the vehicle starting
slip control. Accordingly, the target slipping amount ΔNK’
of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 and
the slip control permitting threshold speed NEB are pre-
determined in accordance with a specific type of the ve-
hicle, so as to assure a good compromise among smooth
transmission of the drive force of the engine 14, a moment
of initiation of the vehicle starting slip control, etc.
[0044] Described more specifically, a slip control initi-
ating condition satisfaction determining portion in the
form of slip control initiating condition satisfaction deter-
mining means 88 is configured to determine, during run-
ning of the vehicle with the engine 14 operated as the
vehicle drive power source, whether the above-indicated
predetermined vehicle starting slip control initiating con-
dition is satisfied or not. In this respect, it is particularly
noted that the determinations by the slip control initiating
condition satisfaction determining means 88 according
to the present embodiment include a determination as to
whether the engine speed NE falls within the vehicle start-
ing slip permitting range B, namely, as to whether the
engine speed NE which is raised in response to an op-
eration of the accelerator pedal has reached the slip con-
trol permitting threshold speed NEB.
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[0045] The lock-up clutch control means 86 imple-
ments the vehicle starting slip control to place the lock-
up clutch 38 in a slipping state, when the slip control
initiating condition satisfaction determining means 88
has determined that the above-indicated predetermined
vehicle starting slip control initiating condition is satisfied
during the vehicle running with the engine 14 operated
as the vehicle drive power source. In the vehicle starting
slip control, the lock-up clutch control means 86 brings
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 from its
fully engaged state to a slipping state such that the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is temporarily held
in the slipping state. Namely, the vehicle starting slip con-
trol is initiated by concurrently initiating a slipping action
of the lock-up clutch 38 and a slipping action of the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0. At this time, the
lock-up clutch control means 86 generates the hydraulic
control command signal (KO clutch pressure command
signal) Sp for controlling the slipping action of the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 such that the slip-
ping amount coincides with the target value ΔNK’.
[0046] For easier hydraulic control of the slipping ac-
tion of the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0,
the electric motor MG which is easily controllable may
be controlled together with the hydraulic pressure control,
so that the actual slipping amount ΔNK coincides with the
target value ΔNK’. That is, when the vehicle starting slip
control is implemented by the lock-up clutch control
means 86, the hybrid control means 84 may control the
electric motor MG so as to reduce a difference of the
actual slipping amount ΔNK with respect to the target val-
ue ΔNK’. Although the engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch K0 used in the present embodiment is a hydrauli-
cally controllable coupling device of a wet type, it is ad-
vantageous to control the electric motor MG so as to es-
tablish the target slipping amount ΔNK’ as described
above, where a coupling device of a dry type is used as
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0, since the
dry type coupling device is considered to be more difficult
to be hydraulically controlled than the wet type coupling
device.
[0047] After initiation of the vehicle starting slip control
and a slipping action of placing the lock-up clutch 38, the
lock-up clutch control means 86 gradually brings the lock-
up clutch 38 into the fully engaged state as described
previously, and also brings the engine connecting/dis-
connecting clutch K0 back into the fully engaged state
after it is once held in a slipping state. The lock-up clutch
control means 86 terminates the vehicle starting slip con-
trol when both of the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 have been brought
into the fully engaged state. Upon termination of the ve-
hicle starting slip control, the lock-up clutch 38 and the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 may be sub-
stantially concurrently brought into the fully engaged
state, for example. However, one of the lock-up clutch
38 and the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0
which is more easily controllable for its full engagement

than the other may be brought into the fully engaged state
after the other has been brought into the fully engaged
state. That is, the slipping amount of the above-indicated
other clutch which is less easily controllable tends to be
zeroed in a non-linear manner but in steps in response
to the clutch pressure command value for the full engage-
ment, so that an engaging shock of this other clutch has
a higher possibility of generation of a shock upon the full
engagement. Therefore, the less easily controllable
clutch is brought into the fully engaged state while the
more easily controllable clutch is still held in the slipping
state, in order to reduce the full engagement shock of
the less easily controllable clutch. Then, the more easily
controllable clutch the full engagement shock of which is
smaller is brought into the fully engaged state. For in-
stance, the lock-up clutch 38 may be brought into the
fully engaged state after the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0 is brought into the fully engaged state,
since the lock-up clutch 38 is originally designed for a
slipping action as a part of its function, and is considered
to be more easily controllable for its full engagement than
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 which is
not originally designed for a slipping action as a part of
its function.
[0048] Fig. 4 is the flow chart for explaining a major
control operation of the electronic control device 80,
namely, a control operation performed to improve the
fuel economy of the vehicle by widening a range of the
engine operating speed in which the vehicle starting slip
control can be implemented. The control operation is re-
peatedly performed with an extremely short cycle time
from several milliseconds to several tens of milliseconds,
for example. Fig. 5 is the time chart showing the control
operation illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 4.
[0049] The control operation of Fig. 4 is initiated with
step S10 (hereinafter "step" being omitted) correspond-
ing to the slip control initiating condition satisfaction de-
termining means 88, to determine, during vehicle running
with the engine 14 operated as the vehicle drive power
source, whether the above-indicated vehicle starting slip
control initiating condition is satisfied or not. If a negative
determination is obtained in S10, the present control rou-
tine is terminated. If an affirmative determination is ob-
tained in S10, the control flow goes to S20 corresponding
to the lock-up clutch control means 86, to implement the
vehicle starting slip control for placing the lock-up clutch
38 in a slipping state, and for bringing the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 from its fully engaged
state to a slipping state upon initiation of the vehicle start-
ing slip control, and temporarily holding the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 in the slipping state.
Then, the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch K0 are brought into the fully en-
gaged state, and the vehicle starting slip control is termi-
nated when the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 have been both placed
in the fully engaged state (see a time period from a point
of time t2 to a point of time t4 indicated in Fig. 5). It is
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noted that the electric motor MG may be controlled in
S20 to control the actual slipping amount ΔNK for coin-
cidence with the target value ΔNK’. In this case, the en-
gine operating point (engine speed NE) is easily control-
led as desired for further improving the fuel economy
relative to a case using the hydraulic control. For reducing
the engaging shock upon full engagement, one of the
lock-up clutch 38 and the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 which is more easily controllable for the full
engagement than the other may be brought into the fully
engaged state after the other is brought into the fully en-
gaged state.
[0050] As indicated in Fig. 5, the vehicle is started with
the engine 14 operated as the vehicle drive power source
(at a point of time t1), in response to an operation of the
accelerator pedal while the vehicle is stationary (prior to
the point of time t1). When the above-described prede-
termined vehicle starting slip control initiation condition
is satisfied, the vehicle starting slip control is implement-
ed. For instance, this vehicle starting slip control may be
initiated at the slip control permitting threshold speed at
which a booming noise due to the explosion vibrations
of the engine 14 is not generated. In the prior art indicated
by broken lines in Fig. 5, the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0 is not placed in a slipping state during
the vehicle starting slip control, the vehicle starting slip
control is initiated at the slip control permitting threshold
speed NEA (at a point of time t3). In the present embod-
iment indicated by solid lines in Fig. 5, on the other hand,
the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 as well
as the lock-up clutch 38 is placed in a slipping state during
the vehicle starting slip control, so that the effect of damp-
ing of the explosion vibrations of the engine 14 is in-
creased, and the vehicle starting slip control is initiated
(at a point of time t2) at the slip control permitting thresh-
old speed NEB which is lower than the slip control per-
mitting threshold speed NEA. The vehicle starting slip
control is terminated (at a point of time t4) when both of
the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch K0 have been brought into the fully en-
gaged state. Accordingly, the present embodiment
makes it possible to more effectively reduce the amount
of rise of the engine speed NE and more effectively im-
prove the fuel economy, than the prior art (see an area
A enclosed by the broken and solid lines in Fig. 5). In this
respect, it is noted that a speed difference between the
engine speed NE indicated by a solid line and the electric
motor speed NM indicated by a two-dot chain line corre-
sponds to an actual slipping amount ΔNK caused by a
slipping action of the engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch K0.
[0051] In the present embodiment, the vehicle is start-
ed with the engine torque TE, so that the fuel economy
can be effectively improved when the vehicle is started
with the engine where the electric motor MG cannot be
used as the vehicle drive power source. The slipping ac-
tions of both of the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 result in dispersing a

slipping action of the power transmitting path taking place
at two portions thereof for reducing increase of the engine
rotation speed NE, making it possible to reduce the
amount of generation of heat by each of those clutches,
so that the durability of each clutch is improved, and the
clutch can be small-sized.
[0052] The present embodiment described above is
configured such that the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 as well as the lock-up clutch 38 is placed
in a slipping state while the lock-up slip control is imple-
mented to place the lock-up clutch in the slipping state
during the vehicle starting slip control. Thus, the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 provided as a vibra-
tion damping mechanism for damping the explosion vi-
brations of the engine 14 is placed in the slipping state,
making it possible to more effectively increase the damp-
ing effect and to widen a range of the engine speed in
which the vehicle starting slip control can be implemented
without a considerably high degree of booming noise,
than where the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch
K0 is not placed in the slipping state. Thus, the range of
the engine speed in which the vehicle starting slip control
can be implemented is widened, resulting in improve-
ment of fuel economy. Namely, the lower limit of the en-
gine speed range in which the vehicle starting slip control
can be implemented can be lowered by placing the en-
gine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 in the slipping
state during the vehicle starting which is likely to cause
a rise of the engine speed NE. Accordingly, the amount
of rise of the engine speed NE can be more effectively
reduced, and the fuel economy can be more effectively
improved.
[0053] The present embodiment is further configured
such that the vehicle is able to run in a selected one of
the engine drive mode and the motor drive mode. When
the vehicle is run in the motor drive mode, the lock-up
clutch 38 can be controlled to improve the fuel economy,
without having to take account of generation of the boom-
ing noise due to the explosion vibrations of the engine
14. When the vehicle is run in the engine drive mode
where the vehicle cannot be run in the motor drive mode,
the fuel economy is improved by placing the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 in the slipping state dur-
ing the vehicle starting slip control.
[0054] The present embodiment is also configured to
set the target value ΔNK’ of the slipping amount of the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is set upon
implementation of the vehicle starting slip control, and
the electric motor MG is controlled to reduce a difference
between the target slipping amount value ΔNK’ and the
actual slipping amount value ΔNK. Accordingly, the en-
gine speed NE can be controlled as desired for further
improving the fuel economy relative to a case using the
hydraulic control, by the vehicle starting slip control in
the engine drive mode with the engine 14 operated as
the vehicle drive power source.
[0055] The present embodiment is further configured
such that the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine connect-
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ing/disconnecting clutch K0 are gradually brought into
the fully engaged state after the vehicle starting slip con-
trol is initiated, and the lock-up slip control is terminated
when one of the lock-up clutch 38 and the engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch K0 which is more easily
controllable for the full engagement than the other has
been brought into the fully engaged state after the other
is brought into the fully engaged state. Accordingly, the
vehicle starting slip control is adequately implemented
to adequately transmit the drive force of the engine 14
to the drive wheels 34. The clutch which is more easily
controllable has not yet been brought into the fully en-
gaged state when the clutch which is less easily control-
lable has been brought into the fully engaged state, so
that the engaging shock of the clutch which is less easily
controllable is reduced.
[0056] While the embodiment of the present invention
has been described above in detail by reference to the
drawings, it is to be understood that the invention may
be otherwise embodied.
[0057] Although the illustrated embodiment is config-
ured such that both of the lock-up clutch 38 and the en-
gine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 are placed in a
slipping state when the vehicle starting slip control is im-
plemented during starting of the vehicle with the engine
14 operated as the vehicle drive power source, the prin-
ciple of the present invention is applicable to the steady-
state slip control, for instance. As described above, this
steady-state slip control is implemented within the above-
described lock-up slip region, which is set by taking ac-
count of the vehicle drivability and the booming noise,
for example. Namely, the steady-state slip control is im-
plemented to assure a higher effect of damping of the
explosion vibrations of the engine 14 by placing the lock-
up clutch 38 in the slipping state, as compared with the
effect where the lock-up clutch 38 is placed in the fully
engaged state. Accordingly, like the vehicle starting slip
control, the steady-state slip control more effectively im-
proves the effect of damping of the explosion vibrations
of the engine 14 when the engine connecting/disconnect-
ing clutch K0 is placed in the slipping state, and permits
the above-described lock-up slip region to be wider than
where the engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 is
not placed in the slipping state. Accordingly, the present
invention applied to the steady-state slip control provides
substantially the same advantages as the illustrated em-
bodiment. It is noted that in view of the lock-up slip region
determined by heat capacity of the lock-up clutch 38, the
slipping actions of both of the lock-up clutch 38 and the
engine connecting/disconnecting clutch K0 result in gen-
eration of heat by those two clutches and therefore permit
the lock-up slip region to be widened.
[0058] In the illustrated embodiment, the vehicle 10 is
provided with the electric motor MG. However, the pro-
vision of the electric motor MG is not essential. Where
the electric motor MG is not provided, the present inven-
tion is embodied without motor running and/or a control
of the slipping amount ΔNK using the electric motor MG,

also permitting a certain degree of improvement of the
fuel economy owing to a wider range of the engine speed
in which the slip control can be implemented.
[0059] In the illustrated embodiment, hydraulically op-
erated frictional coupling devices such as clutches C and
brakes B are used to selectively establish the speed po-
sitions of the automatic transmission 18. However, the
hydraulically operated frictional coupling devices may be
replaced by any other types of coupling devices such as
electromagnetic clutches, powder (magnetic powder)
clutches, meshing type dog clutches, and any other elec-
tromagnetic or magnetic powder type coupling devices.
Further, the automatic transmission 18 in the illustrated
embodiment, which is arranged to perform automatic
shifting actions on the basis of the vehicle running state
and according to a shifting map, may be replaced by a
manual transmission which is shifted on the basis of only
a manual operation by the vehicle operator.
[0060] According to the description regarding the illus-
trated embodiment, the transmission output torque TOUT
obtained from the required torque of the vehicle, the
transmission input torque TAT or the input torque of the
power transmitting system 12 may be used as the re-
quired torque of the vehicle, in place of the output torque
of the drive wheels 34 obtained from the required vehicle
output as calculated from the accelerator pedal operation
amount Acc and the vehicle running speed V. However,
the required torque of the vehicle may be represented
by any other parameters such as the transmission output
torque TOUT, the transmission input torque TAT, etc. as
calculated from the engine torque TE obtained so as to
provide the required vehicle output, or may be a torque
value detected directly by a torque sensor.
[0061] While the torque converter 16 is used as the
fluid-operated power transmitting device in the illustrated
embodiment, the torque converter 16 may be replaced
by any other fluid-operated power transmitting device
such as a fluid coupling not having a torque boosting
function.
[0062] It is to be understood that the foregoing descrip-
tion is provided for illustrative purpose only, and that the
present invention may be embodied with various chang-
es and improvements which may occur to those skilled
in the art.

NOMENCLATURE OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0063]

10: Hybrid vehicle (Vehicle)
14: Engine
16: Torque converter (Fluid-operated power trans-
mitting device)
34: Drive wheels
38: Lock-up clutch
80: Electronic control device (Control device)
K0: Engine connecting/disconnecting clutch
MG: Electric motor
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Claims

1. A control device (80) of a vehicle (10) provided with
an engine (14), and a fluid-operated power transmit-
ting device (16) provided with a lock-up clutch (38)
and configured to transmit a drive force of said en-
gine to drive wheels (34), and an engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch (K0) configured to selec-
tively place a power transmitting path between said
engine and said fluid-operated power transmitting
device in a power transmitting state and a power
cutoff state, said vehicle being able to run in an en-
gine drive mode in which said engine is operated as
a vehicle drive power source while said engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch is placed in a fully en-
gaged state, characterized by comprising:

a lock-up clutch control means (86) configured
to bring said engine connecting/disconnecting
clutch (K0) from the fully engaged state into a
slipping state and temporarily hold the engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch (K0) in the slip-
ping state while said lock-up clutch (38) is placed
in a slipping state, when a lock-up slip control is
implemented to place said lock-up clutch from
a fully released state into the slipping state and
gradually bring the lock-up clutch into a fully en-
gaged state, in response to a required acceler-
ation of said vehicle (10), during running of the
vehicle in said engine drive mode with said en-
gine connecting/disconnecting clutch being
placed in the fully engaged state.

2. The control device according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said lock-up clutch control portion (86)
is configured so as to implement, as said lock-up slip
control, a vehicle starting lock-up slip control to place
said lock-up clutch (38) in the slipping state during
starting of the vehicle (10) with said engine (14) op-
erated as the vehicle drive power source.

3. The control device according to claim 1 or 2, char-
acterized in that the vehicle (10) is further provided
with an electric motor (MG) connected to a power
transmitting path between said engine connect-
ing/disconnecting clutch (K0) and said fluid-operated
power transmitting device (16), and

the vehicle is able to run in a motor drive mode
in which only said electric motor is operated as
the vehicle drive power source while said engine
connecting/disconnecting clutch is placed in a
released state.

4. The control device according to claim 3, character-
ized in that said lock-up clutch control means (86)
is configured so as to set a target value of a slipping
amount of said engine connecting/disconnecting

clutch (38) upon implementation of said lock-up slip
control, and control said electric motor (MG) to re-
duce a difference between said target value and an
actual value of the slipping amount.

5. The control device according to any one of claims
1-4, characterized in that said lock-up clutch control
means (86) is configured to gradually bring said lock-
up clutch (38) and said engine connecting/discon-
necting clutch (K0) into the fully engaged state after
said lock-up slip control is initiated, and

said lock-up clutch control means (86) is config-
ured to terminate said lock-up slip control when
one of said lock-up clutch and said engine con-
necting/disconnecting clutch which is more eas-
ily controllable for the full engagement than the
other has been brought into the fully engaged
state after the other is brought into the fully en-
gaged state.

Patentansprüche

1. Steuerungsvorrichtung (80) eines Fahrzeugs (10),
das mit einem Verbrennungsmotor (14) und einer
fluidbetätigten Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (16)
ausgestattet ist, die mit einer Überbrückungskupp-
lung (38) ausgestattet ist, die dafür konfiguriert ist,
eine Antriebskraft des Verbrennungsmotors zu An-
triebsrädern (34) zu übertragen, und mit einer Ver-
brennungsmotorverbindungs- und -trennkupplung
(K0) ausgestattet ist, die dafür konfiguriert ist, einen
Kraftübertragungspfad zwischen dem Verbren-
nungsmotor und der fluidbetätigten Kraftübertra-
gungsvorrichtung wahlweise in einen Kraftübertra-
gungszustand und einen Nicht-Kraftübertragungs-
zustand zu versetzen wobei das Fahrzeug in einem
Verbrennungsmotorantriebsmodus fahren kann, in
dem der Verbrennungsmotor als eine Fahrzeugan-
triebskraftquelle betrieben wird, während die Ver-
brennungsmotorverbindungs- und -trennkupplung
in einen vollständig eingekuppelten Zustand versetzt
ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie umfasst:

ein Überbrückungskupplungssteuerungsmittel
(86), das dafür konfiguriert ist, die Verbren-
nungsmotorverbindungs- und -trennkupplung
(K0) aus dem vollständig eingekuppelten Zu-
stand in einen Schlupfzustand zu bringen und
die Verbrennungsmotorverbindungs- und
-trennkupplung (K0) zeitweilig in dem Schlupf-
zustand zu halten, während die Überbrückungs-
kupplung (38) in einen Schlupfzustand versetzt
ist, wenn eine Überbrückungsschlupfsteuerung
implementiert wird, um die Überbrückungs-
kupplung aus einem vollständig gelösten Zu-
stand in den Schlupfzustand zu versetzen und
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die Überbrückungskupplung allmählich in einen
vollständig eingekuppelten Zustand zu bringen,
wenn eine Beschleunigung des Fahrzeugs (10)
angefordert wird, während das Fahrzeug in dem
Verbrennungsmotorantriebsmodus fährt, wobei
die Verbrennungsmotorverbindungs- und
-trennkupplung in den vollständig eingekuppel-
ten Zustand versetzt ist.

2. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Überbrückungskupp-
lungssteuerungsabschnitt (86) dafür konfiguriert ist,
als die Überbrückungsschlupfsteuerung eine Fahr-
zeugstart-Überbrückungsschlupfsteuerung zu imp-
lementieren, um die Überbrückungskupplung (38) in
den Schlupfzustand zu versetzen, während das
Fahrzeug (10) gestartet wird, wobei der Verbren-
nungsmotor (14) als die Fahrzeugantriebskraftquel-
le betrieben wird.

3. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Fahrzeug (10)
ferner mit einem Elektromotor (MG) ausgestattet ist,
der mit einem Kraftübertragungspfad zwischen der
Verbrennungsmotorverbindungs- und - trennkupp-
lung (K0) und der fluidbetätigten Kraftübertragungs-
vorrichtung (16) verbunden ist, und
dass das Fahrzeug in einem Verbrennungsmotor-
antriebsmodus fahren kann, in dem nur der Elektro-
motor als die Fahrzeugantriebskraftquelle betrieben
wird, während die Verbrennungsmotorverbindungs-
und -trennkupplung in einen gelösten Zustand ver-
setzt ist.

4. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Überbrückungskupp-
lungssteuerungsmittel (86) dafür konfiguriert ist, ei-
nen Sollwert eines Schlupfbetrages der Verbren-
nungsmotorverbindungs- und -trennkupplung (38)
bei Implementierung der Überbrückungsschlupf-
steuerung einzustellen und den Elektromotor (MG)
zu veranlassen, eine Differenz zwischen dem Soll-
wert und einem Ist-Wert des Schlupfbetrages zu re-
duzieren.

5. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche
1-4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Überbrü-
ckungskupplungssteuerungsmittel (86) dafür konfi-
guriert ist, die Überbrückungskupplung (38) und die
Verbrennungsmotorverbindungs- und -trennkupp-
lung K0) allmählich in den vollständig eingekuppel-
ten Zustand zu bringen, nachdem die Überbrü-
ckungsschlupfsteuerung initiiert wurde, und
das Überbrückungskupplungssteuerungsmittel (86)
dafür konfiguriert ist, die Überbrückungsschlupf-
steuerung zu beenden, wenn eine der Überbrü-
ckungskupplung und der Verbrennungsmotorver-
bindungs- und -trennkupplung, die einfacher für das

vollständige Einkuppeln gesteuert werden kann als
die andere, in den vollständig eingekuppelten Zu-
stand gebracht wurde, nachdem die andere in den
vollständig eingekuppelten Zustand gebracht wur-
de.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de commande (80) d’un véhicule (10) pour-
vu d’un moteur (14), et d’un dispositif de transmis-
sion de puissance actionné par fluide (16) pourvu
d’un embrayage de verrouillage (38) et configuré
pour transmettre une force motrice dudit moteur à
des roues motrices (34), et d’un embrayage de con-
nexion/déconnexion de moteur (K0) configuré pour
placer de manière sélective un passage de trans-
mission de puissance entre ledit moteur et ledit dis-
positif de transmission de puissance actionné par
fluide dans un état de transmission de puissance et
un état de coupure de puissance, ledit véhicule étant
capable de se déplacer dans un mode d’entraîne-
ment de moteur dans lequel ledit moteur est mis en
oeuvre comme source de puissance d’entraînement
de véhicule alors que ledit embrayage de con-
nexion/déconnexion de moteur est placé dans un
état entièrement engagé, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comporte :

des moyens de commande d’embrayage de ver-
rouillage (86) configurés pour amener ledit em-
brayage de connexion/déconnexion de moteur
(K0) depuis l’état entièrement engagé dans un
état de glissement et temporairement maintenir
ledit embrayage de connexion/déconnexion de
moteur (K0) dans l’état de glissement alors que
ledit embrayage de verrouillage (38) est placé
dans un état de glissement, quand une com-
mande de glissement de verrouillage est mise
en oeuvre pour placer ledit embrayage de ver-
rouillage depuis un état entièrement relâché
dans l’état de glissement et amener progressi-
vement l’embrayage de verrouillage dans un
état entièrement engagé, en réponse à une ac-
célération requise dudit véhicule (10), pendant
le déplacement du véhicule dans ledit mode
d’entraînement de moteur avec ledit embrayage
de connexion/déconnexion de moteur en état
entièrement engagé.

2. Dispositif de commande selon la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que ladite partie de commande
d’embrayage de verrouillage (86) est configurée de
façon à mettre en oeuvre, comme dite commande
de glissement de verrouillage, une commande de
glissement de verrouillage de démarrage de véhicu-
le pour placer ledit embrayage de verrouillage (38)
dans l’état de glissement pendant le démarrage du
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véhicule (10) avec ledit moteur (14) actionné comme
source de puissance d’entraînement de véhicule.

3. Dispositif de commande selon la revendication 1 ou
2, caractérisé en ce que le véhicule (10) est en
outre pourvu d’un moteur électrique (MG) relié à un
passage de transmission de puissance entre ledit
embrayage de connexion/déconnexion de moteur
(K0) et ledit dispositif de transmission de puissance
actionné par fluide (16), et
le véhicule est capable de se déplacer dans un mode
d’entraînement de moteur électrique dans lequel
seulement ledit moteur électrique est actionné com-
me source de puissance d’entraînement de véhicule
alors que ledit embrayage de connexion/décon-
nexion de moteur est placé dans un état relâché.

4. Dispositif de commande selon la revendication 3,
caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens de comman-
de d’embrayage de verrouillage (86) sont configurés
de façon à établir une valeur ciblée d’une quantité
de glissement dudit embrayage de connexion/dé-
connexion de moteur (38) lors d’une mise en oeuvre
de ladite commande de glissement de verrouillage,
et commander ledit moteur électrique pour réduire
une différence entre ladite valeur ciblée et une valeur
réelle de la quantité de glissement.

5. Dispositif de commande selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que lesdits
moyens de commande d’embrayage de verrouillage
(86) sont configurés pour amener progressivement
ledit embrayage de verrouillage (38) et ledit em-
brayage de connexion/déconnexion de moteur (K0)
dans l’état entièrement engagé une fois que ladite
commande de glissement de verrouillage est initiée,
et
lesdits moyens de commande d’embrayage de ver-
rouillage (86) sont configurés pour terminer ladite
commande de glissement de verrouillage quand l’un
dudit embrayage de verrouillage et dudit embrayage
de connexion/déconnexion de moteur qui est plus
facile à commander pour l’engagement complet que
l’autre a été amené dans l’état entièrement engagé
une fois que l’autre est amené dans l’état entière-
ment engagé.
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